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Abstract - Modern software systems for application areas such as software engineering, CAD, or 
office automation are usually highly interactive and deal with rather complex object structures. For the 
realization of these systems a nonstandard database system is needed which is able to efficiently handle 
different types of coarse- and fine-grained objects (like documents and paragraphs), hierarchical and 
non-hierarchical relations between objects (like composition-links and cross-references), and finally 
attributes of rather different size (like chapter numbers and bitmaps). Furthermore, this database 
system should support incremental computation of derived data, undo/redo of data modifications, 
error recovery from system crashes, and version control mechanisms. In this paper, we describe the 
underlying data model and the functionality of GRAS, a database system which has been designed 
according to the requirements mentioned above. Furthermore, we motivate our central design decisions 
concerning its realization, and report on experiences and applications. 

f(ey words: attributed graphs, graph rewriting systems, distribution, version control, derived data, 
software engineering environments 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Building integrated, interactive, and incrementally working tools and environments for applica- 

tion areas like software engineering, CAD, or office automation has been a great challenge. Among 

other factors such as presentation, control, and process integration, data integration is a key issue. 
In order to ensure that all information in an environment is managed as a consistent whole, it 

should be modeled and realized in a uniform way. To this end, a database system is needed which 
takes the specific requirements of these environments into account [9, 741. 

In this paper, we present such a database system which is called GRAS (for GRAph Storage, 
[lo, 48,49, 551). GRAS has been developed within the IPSEN project [61] which is concerned with 

integrated, structure-oriented software engineering environments. Since the IPSEN project was 
launched in the mid 80’s, GRAS has been extensively used for the implementation of integrated, 

structure-oriented environments (not only in IPSEN, but also in other research projects). Thus, a 
lot of experience has been gained, resulting in continuous extensions and improvements of GRAS 

in response to the requirements of its applications. 

In order to cope with the complexity of information managed in an integrated, structure- 
oriented environment, its underlying database system has to be based upon an appropriate data 
model. This data model should allow us to represent complex object structures in a natural way. 

While the relational model has proved to be adequate for traditional business applications, it is not 
well-suited for building applications such as software engineering environments, hypertext systems, 

CAD systems, etc. [9, 741. On the other hand, it seems quite natural to model objects as nodes 
(with attributes representing their properties) and relations between them as edges. Therefore, we 
have selected attributed graphs as the data model underlying the GRAS system. 

The kernel of GRAS is tuned to efficient management of medium-sized, complex data of dynam- 
ically varying size and structure. In this way, it accounts for typical characteristics of applications 
such as structure-oriented editors, analyzers, and execution tools. The functionality of the ker- 
nel is extended by multiple layers implemented on top of the kernel. These layers provide for 
event handling, change management, incremental computation of derived data, and client/server 
distribution. 

t Recommended by N. Gehani 
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The presentation is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the data model underlying the 
GRAS system. Sections 3 and 4 present the architecture of the GRAS system. Section 3 describes 
the kernel, while section 4 focuses on enhancing layers. Section 5 discusses experiences with and 
applications of GRAS. Section 6 compares the GRAS system with related work, and section 7 
concludes the paper. 

2. DATA MODEL 

In order to cope with the complexity of information managed in an integrated, structure- 
oriented environment, a formal specification language called PROGRES [70, 71, 731 has been 
developed within the IPSEN project. A precise definition of this language including syntax, static 
and dynamic semantics (the latter one being defined by a calculus based on first-order predicate 
logic) is given in [71, 721. PROGRES is based on attributed graphs and provides constructs for 
defining graph schemes (data definition) and complex graph transformations (data manipulation). 
Its name is an acronym for PROgrammed Graph REwriting Systems: Graph transformations are 
specified graphically by means of graph rewrite rules which describe the replacement of a left-hand 
side subgraph with a right-hand side subgraph. The attribute “programmed” indicates that the 
application of these graph rewrite rules is controlled by deterministic and nondeterministic control 
structures. 

GRAS and PROGRES are related in the following way: GRAS provides basic operations on 
graphs such as creation/deletion of nodes and edges, manipulation and incremental computation 
of attributes, etc. These operations are checked against a graph scheme which is defined by means 
of the data definition part of PROGRES. Complex graph transformations specified in PROGRES 
are mapped onto basic operations provided by GRAS (which is the task of a compiler/interpreter). 
Thus, GRAS serves as kernel of a more comprehensive database development environment for 
PROGRES. However, GRAS can-and has actually been-used as an independent component 
outside the PROGRES environment (see section 5). The PROGRES environment should be viewed 
as one--albeit important-application of GRAS which is a reusable component in its own right. 

In this section, we will focus on the definition of graph schemes which control the operations 
performed by the GRAS database system. Therefore, we have to omit the most important part 
of PROGRES, its visual data manipulation rules. The presentation will be informal, based on a 
simple example (for a comprehensive and formal description, see [71]). 

Graph schemes describe the components of attributed graphs: Objects are represented by means 
of typed nodes which may carry attributes. Binary, directed relations between objects are modeled 
by edges which don’t carry attributes. Each edge has two distinct ends which are denoted as source 
and sink, respectively. Edges are bidirectional, i.e. they may be traversed in both directions (from 
source to sink and vice versa). Furthermore, referential integrity is guaranteed, i.e. when a node is 
deleted, all adjacent edges are deleted, as well. Attributes are either intrinsic (the value is assigned 
explicitly) or derived. In the latter case, the value is automatically calculated from values of 
other attributes which belong to the same node or to neighbor nodes. Analogously, we distinguish 
between intrinsic relations (edges) and derived relations the latter of which are specified by path 
expressions. 

To provide an illustrative example, fig. 1 shows a small cut-out of a famous textbook. The text 
is structured hierarchically with paragraphs forming the leaves of the tree. Each section has a name 
(e.g. “The phases of a compiler”) and is numbered in a hierarchical fashion (e.g. number 1.3). 

The composition tree is augmented with cross-references which may be created between arbitrary 
components (e.g. from the first paragraph of section 1.3 to section 1.5). 

Fig. 2 displays the corresponding attributed graph. Each node is represented by a box whose 
header contains a unique identifier and a type (e.g. 1 : Book) and whose body lists for each 
attribute its name and its value. An attribute is either single-valued (e.g. Name = “Compilers: 

,f ..* ) or set-valued (e.g. Authors = { “Aho”, ‘Sethi”, . ..}). The Number attribute attached 
to Section nodes is calculated automatically by means of a derivation rule. This rule uses the 
Position attribute (which is in turn a derived attribute) and will be explained below. Ail remaining 
attributes are intrinsic, i.e. their values are assigned explicitly. The Contents attribute attached 
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Aho, Sethi, Ullman: Compilers: Principles, Techniques, and Tools 

1 Introduction to Compiling 
The principles and techniques of compiler writing are so pervasive that the ideas found in this 
book will be used many times in the career of a computer scientist. Compiler writing spans 
programming languages, machine architectures, language theory, algorithms, . . . . 

. 
1.3 The phases of a compiler 

Conceputally, a compiler operates in phases, each of which transforms the source program 
from one representation to another. . . . In practice, some of the phases may be grouped 
together, as mentioned in Section 1.5, . . . 

1.4 Cousins of the compiler 
1.5 The grouping of phases 
. . . 

2 A Simple One-Pass Compiler 
3 Lexical Analysis 
. . 

Fig. 1: Structured text with cross-references 

to Paragraph nodes (e.g. node 5) serves as an example of long attributes. Finally, edges are 

represented by arrows with labels indicating their types. Contains edges span the composition 

tree, Precedes edges define a linear order on sibling components, and RefersTo edges represent 

cross-references (e.g. from node 9 to node 8). 
Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of the graph scheme underlying the hypertext graph 

of fig. 2. Currently, a graph scheme is specified in the PROGRES language by means of a textual 

notation which we will introduce below as required. 
As demonstrated in fig. 2, each node is an instance of a node type each of which is represented 

as a bold-faced box at the bottom of fig. 3. A node type determines which attributes its instances 
carry, and in which relations they participate. Node types are used for type checking of operations 
to which nodes are passed as parameters. Since it is sometimes useful to supply not only nodes, 
but also node types as typed parameters for graph operations, PROGRES has a stratified type 

system: Each node is an instance of a node type which, in turn, is an instance of a node class 

( i.e. node classes are types of node types). For example, the node type Boo/c is an instance 
of node class DOCUMENT (other instances of this class might be e.g. TechnicalReport, Paper, 

etc.). The stratified type system avoids the theoretical pitfalls of reflexive type systems with the 

‘type is the type of all types including itself’ assumption (cf. [58]). Furthermore, it distinguishes 

clearly between abstract and concrete types (node classes and types, respectively) which in many 
object-oriented data models are mixed together in one inheritance hierarchy. 

Node classes model sets of nodes with common (structural) properties. A node class deter- 
mines the attributes which all nodes of this class possess, and the relations in which they may 

participate. In order to factor out common properties, node classes are organized into an inheri- 
tance hierarchy. A subclass inherits from its superclasses all attributes defined in the superclasses, 
and all relations in which nodes of the superclass may participate. Furthermore, it may introduce 
or redefine evaluation rules for inherited derived attributes (dynamic binding), and it may also 
define additional attributes. 

In the hypertext example, OBJECT acts as the root of the application-specific class hierarchy 

(in fig. 3, node classes and inheritance relations are represented by boxes and solid arrows, respec- 

tively). On the next level, we distinguish between COMPOSITE and COMPONENT nodes which 
serve as source and sink of Contains edges, respectively. For example! the textual declaration of 
COMPOSITE reads as follows: 

an 

node-class COMPOSITE is_a OBJECT; 
intrinsic Name : string; 

end; 

This means that COMPOSITE inherits all properties from OBJECT and in addition defines 
intrinsic, single-valued Name attribute of type string. On the third level of the hierarchy, the 
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1 : Book 5 : Paragraph 
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Fig. 2: Graph representation of the structured text shown in fig. I 
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Fig. 3: Graph scheme for the hypertext example 
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classification is refined such that root, inner, and leaf nodes of the composition tree are distinguished 
(classes DOCUMENT, INNER, and TEXT-BLOCK, respectively). 

A node type declaration (bold-faced boxes in fig. 3) syntactically differs from a node class 
declaration only by its keyword and the replacement of is_a with instance-of, e.g. 

node-type Book instance-of DOCUMENT; 
intrinsic Publisher : string; 

e&; 

However, it introduces an instance of a class rather than a subclass. instance-of and is_a 
relations are related in the following way: 

(T instance-of C) and (C is_a D) + (T instance-of D) 

This means that a node class D may be identified with the set of all node types which are 
instances of D or of one of its (transitive) subclasses. Therefore, the instance of hierarchy of the 

stratified type system may be cut off at the class level (a formal set-valued node type parameter 
may be replaced with an actual parameter denoting a class, i.e. the set of node types belonging to 

this class). 

Edge types represent intrinsic, binary, and directed relations between nodes of certain classes 
or types. In fig. 3, edge types are represented by solid, labeled arrows. The declaration of an edge 
type defines source and sink class/type, as well as its cardinality. For example, 

edge-type Contains: COMPOSITE [l:l] - > COMPONENT [l:n]; 

defines edge type Contains which leads from COMPOSITE to COMPONENT nodes (more 

precisely: the types of nodes acting as source and sink of Contains edges must be instances of 

COMPOSITE and COMPONENT, respectively). Starting from a COMPOSITE node, 1 to n 
COMPONENT nodes are reached by traversing Contains edges. Conversely, each COMPONENT 
node is attached to exactly one COMPOSITE node. 

Paths represent derived relations which are calculated from edges and node properties. Paths 
are specified by path expressions which are composed of operators for edge traversals, loops, se- 
quences, transitive closures, type/value-based restrictions, etc. In general, paths may be nested, 

i.e. a path expression may refer to another (or even the same) path expression. Paths provide 
a convenient and powerful way to define abstract views on graph structures. Applications using 
paths need not know how the paths are actually calculated. 

In our example, two paths are defined which are used in the rules for derived attributes Position 
and Number (see below). In fig. 3, paths are represented by dashed arrows in bold face. The path 

Father connects nodes of class INNER and is specified as follows: 

path Father: INNER [l:n] - > INNER [O:l] = 
<-Contains- 63 instance-of INNER 

end; 

Starting from an INNER node, the incoming Contains edge is traversed in backward direction. 
In general, the resulting node only belongs to class COMPOSITE. Therefore, a restriction is added 
which checks whether the node is of class INNER. This restriction is needed in the derivation rule 
for attribute Number to ensure that the father node carries a Number attribute (see below). & 

is a binary operator on paths which denotes a sequence: Firstly, the Contains edge is traversed; 
subsequently, the node class restriction is applied. 

Similarly, the path Predecessor is specified: 

path Predecessor: INNER [O:l] - > INNER [O:l] = 
<-Precedes- & { not instance-of INNER? <-Precedes- } 

end; 
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Predecessor leads to the first preceding INNER node, if any. In general, the graph scheme 
allows for arbitrary sequences of INNER and TEXT-BLOCK nodes (e.g. section 1 of the sample 
book starts with an introductory paragraph followed by subsections, see fig. 1 and 2). Therefore, 
an iterator (denoted by { . . .}) is needed to skip all predecessors not belonging to class INNER. The 
iterator is terminated as soon as the condition before the question mark ? is violated. The result 
yielded by the iterator is an INNER node which therefore carries a Position attribute (see below). 

The values of derived attributes are calculated from the values of other attributes which 
either belong to the same node or to neighbor nodes. Derived attributes allow for functional 
specification of attribute values. They relieve applications from the tedious task to keep attribute 
values consistent after having performed graph modifications. In general, neighbor nodes need not 
belong to the l-context; rather, they need only be connected via a path which may be arbitrarily 
long. In this way, management of derived relations and attributes is fully integrated (note that 
restrictions in path expressions may access derived attributes). 

In our example, attributes Position and Number of class INNER are specified using paths 
Father and Predecessor: 

node-class INNER is_a COMPOSITE, COMPONENT; 
derived Position : integer = (selfPredecessor.Position + 1 1 1 /; - - 
derived Number : string = 

[self.Father.Number + “. ” + string(self.Position) 1 
string(selfPosition)]; - - -- 

end; 

In both evaluation rules, conditional expressions are used which are indicated by square brackets 
[. . .]. A conditional expression consists of a sequence of alternatives which are separated by vertical 
bars I. When a conditional expression is evaluated, the first alternative is chosen which yields a 
defined value. In case of the Position attribute, the value is either obtained by incrementing the 
position of its predecessor, or is set to 1 if no predecessor exists. Analogously, the value of the 
Number attribute is calculated by concatenating (operator +) the number of the Father node, 
a dot, and the string representation of its own position, or by merely converting the Position 
attribute if no father exists. 

3. ARCHITECTURE: THE KERNEL 

In the next two sections, we discuss the internal architecture of the GRAS system. In order to 
provide for re-usability and flexibility, we have designed a layered software architecture which 
is divided into two parts: 

Its lower part (the kernel), which is depicted in fig. 4 and will be explained in this section, 
consists of layers of data abstraction. Each layer has its own, carefully designed data model 
and supports the implementation of a wide spectrum of different applications (with different 
data models) on top of it. 

By way of contrast, all layers of the upper part, which will be explained in the following 
section, rely on a common, graph-oriented data model. Each layer incrementally adds a set 
of logically related services to the functionality of the layer beneath it. 

When proceeding through the layers of the architecture, we describe their functionality (i.e. 
the interface provided to upper layers) as well as their realization. We motivate our central design 
decisions not only with respect to individual layers, but also with respect to their arrangement (i.e. 
their position within the architecture). 

3.1. GraphStorage lager 

The GraphStorage is the topmost data abstraction layer. It provides a graph-oriented in- 
terface consisting of GRAS resources (procedures) for creating, deleting, and accessing all kinds 
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I I I 

NodeStorage AttributeStorage IndexStorage EdgeStorage LocalSetStorage 

I / 

Ir 
VirtualRecordStorage 1 

Fig. 4: Lower layers of the GRAS architecture 

of graph components. In particular, the interface offers write operations for creating and delet- 

ing typed nodes, for creating and deleting typed directed edges, for initializing and modifying 
arbitrarily long node attributes, and finally for maintaining attribute indexes. 

To characterize all read operations, graphs are considered sets of tuples of the following three 

forms: 

l node := (node id, node type). 

l edge := (source node id, edge type, sink node id). 

l attribute := (node id, attribute name, attribute value). 

The GRAS system supports almost all possible partial match queries for the relations enu- 

merated abovet,e.g. for determining the in- and out-context of a node, for retrieving all nodes 

with a certain attribute value, and for returning the names of all attributes which have defined 

values for a certain node. The results of such partial match queries are either single elements 

or sets of elements or even binary relations (e.g. the out-context of a node is a binary relation 

which consists of pairs (edge type, sink node id)). Therefore, the GRAS system offers facilities for 
efficiently handling (ordered) temporary sets and relations. 

Internally, each graph is stored in a data structure which is called graph base in the sequel. 

Each graph base consists of separate storages for each kind of data: The LocalSetStorage, the 
only storage which contains volatile data, stores and processes temporary query results (sets and 
binary relations). The NodeStorage has been designed as a repository for nodes themselves and for 
their most frequently accessed, rather short attributes. Long node attributes (byte sequences of 
almost arbitrary length) are mapped onto the AttributeStorage. The IndexStorage maintains maps 

of attribute values to node identifiers and executes corresponding partial match queries. Finally, 
the EdgeStorage creates/deletes edges and executes partial match queries with respect to these 

edges. In order to support bidirectional traversal, the EdgeStorage stores for each edge both a 

forward and a backward access path. 
Storing different kinds of data within different storages has been one of our most important 

design decisions. In this way, data necessary for processing different kinds of application requests 

are stored on different disk pages. 3 In particular, the separation of large attributes from all other 
kinds of data considerably speeds up structure-oriented queries. And keeping relations between ob- 
jects (nodes) separately is an approved technique for accelerating navigational queries (in contrast 
to “path indexes” in [47] and “access support relations” in [46], GRAS even avoids duplication of 
intrinsic relations within an additional index structure). 

+Partial match queries of the forms (P, edge type, P) and (?, ?, attribute value) are not supported 
tclustering within one storage will be discussed below. 
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On the other hand, operations which affect a node including all its attributes and edges (as 
creation and deletion) need access to a greater number of pages. This disadvantage seems to be 
negligible if the database system’s cache has a reasonable size. In this case, it makes no difference 
whether all needed nodes are stored on nl pages, their attributes on separate n2 pages, and their 
edges on separate n3 pages or whether nodes are stored together with their attributes and edges 
on nl + n2 + n3 pages (see also benchmark results in section 5). 

9.Z. VirtualRecordStorage layer 

All permanent storages described in the previous section share the following characteristics: 

l They contain persistent data of dynamically varying size which ranges from a few hundred 
bytes up to some megabytes. 

l Each data portion stored in one of these storages has to be identified by a unique identi- 
fier. These identifiers are internally used for establishing cross-references between different 
portions of data. They are also used for representing nodes in application-specific data struc- 
tures. Unique identifiers must not vary during the whole lifespan of the data portions they 
belong to. 

l Furthermore, some of these storages have to support efficient retrieval of data portions, 
selected by (only a part of) their identifiers (partial match queries). 

Having these common characteristics in mind, we have implemented one parametric VirtualRecord- 
Storage with a record-oriented interface. This storage realizes all specialized permanent stor- 
ages mentioned above. The parameters mainly define the structure of records. Any record has an 
identifier of fixed size and additionally may consist of a data area of fixed size (e.g. for storing 
node types), a number of data areas of dynamically varying size (e.g. for storing long attributes), 
and a number of areas for ordered sets of identifiers (e.g. for storing references to other records). 

Efficient operation of the GRAS system heavily depends on a careful implementation of the Vir- 
tualRecordStorage. When designing its storage structure, the following requirements of engineering 
applications have to be taken into account: 

The storage structure has to provide for efficient access to medium-sized graph bases (with 
each graph base having the size of a typical engineering document-e.g. a program module- 
which typically ranges from some kilobytes to a few megabytes). 

The storage structure shall efficiently support editing operations on engineering documents. 
Therefore, it has to accommodate dynamically growing and shrinking graph bases. 

Finally, clustering of data has to be supported in order to provide for efficient access to 
logically related data. 

In order to meet these requirements, we have designed an indexing scheme based on a combination 
of tries and static hashing. Unique identifiers are mapped onto physical addresses in the following 
way: A special variant of binary index trees, so-called “tries” (cf. e.g. [25]), is used to select 
a record’s page, and static hashing determines an appropriate position on a selected page. The 
algorithms which generate identifiers for new records (and thus determine the page positions of 
new records) are sensitive to requests of the application layer. The application may specify neigh- 
borhoods for records which are often accessed together (e.g. nodes connected by certain edges).’ 
This information is used for clustering logically related records onto adjacent storage locations. 
Since graph bases may change rapidly and access patterns may also undergo changes due to differ- 
ent kinds of applications, the clustering algorithm operates heuristically and incrementally and 
causes only a negligible overhead. It may be supplemented with sophisticated and time-consuming 
batch-oriented clustering algorithms (see e.g. [6, 33, 771) on top of the GRAS system. A more 
detailed discussion of the VirtualRecordStorage is beyond the scope of this paper; the interested 
reader is referred to [48]. 

tThe application specifies neighborhoods for node records only. The distribution of edges and node attributes 
over pages is the same as for the nodes they belong to. 
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Fig. 5: Upper layers of the GRAS architecture 

3.3. PageStorage and NetworkFileSystem layers 

The PageStorage provides a page-oriented interface; each page is a sequence of bytes which 

has a fixed length. Graphs are not required to fit into main memory; therefore, the page storage 
maintains a page cache in main memory and controls transfer of pages between disk and main 

memory. Paging is driven by an LRU strategy which takes additional factors such as frequency 
of access and priority into account (log pages are assigned the highest priority, followed by index 

pages and data pages). The size of the page cache may be fixed as needed. If the underlying 
operating system provides a sufficiently large virtual memory, the size may be chosen so that all 

graph operations are eventually performed in virtual memory. In this way, paging is delegated to 

the operating system. 

Finally, the NetworkFileSystem layer provides the interface to the underlying operating sys- 

tem’s distributed file management. It maps page sequences onto files. Since its interface is 
independent of a particular operating system, it is an easy task to port the GRAS system to an- 
other operating system. Only a few pages of source code implementing the file system layer have 

to be adapted or written anew. 

4. ARCHITECTURE: ENHANCING LAYERS 

All layers on top of the GRAS system’s kernel GraphStorage (see fig. 5) rely on a common, 

graph-oriented data model. Each layer incrementally adds a set of logically related services to 
the functionality of the layer beneath it. In terms of object-oriented programming, the architecture 
of the upper part consists of an inheritance hierarchy where each layer is identified with a graph 

class. In contrast to this, layers of the lower part rely on different data models and are related by 
‘import’ rather than ‘is-a’ relations. 

The layers of the upper part introduce event handling (BasicEventMonitoring), transactions, 

undo/redo, and deltas (ChangeManagement), graph schemes and management of derived at- 
tributes and relations (SchemeAndAttributeManagement), and concurrency control and distribu- 
tion ( CZientServerDistribution). Orthogonal to these layers, an EventTriggerActionMachine pro- 
vides common functions for event handling which are used in all layers. Note that event handling 

cannot be introduced once and for all in BasicEventMonitoring; rather, it has to be extended as 
new functionality is added in higher layers. 

Arrangement of upper layers will be motivated at the end of each subsection, respectively. Since 
at first glance the extensions provided by these layers seem to be independent of each other, it is 
attempting to follow a ‘toolkit’ approach: Firstly, for each extension a corresponding subclass of 
GraphStorage is provided; secondly, all desired combinations are realized by multiple inheritance. 
However, a severe drawback of this approach consists in the fact that one extension cannot be 
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implemented with the help of another (e.g. management of derived attributes cannot exploit event 
handling). Furthermore, combination of different extensions is not for free and may involve a great 

deal of re-implementation. 

4.1. BasicEventMonitoring layer 

Event/Trigger mechanisms are a fundamental concept of most so-called active database sys- 

tems [8, 18, 241. They are also used in modern applications for separating the user interface 
component from the functional part of the application. Event/Trigger mechanisms may be used 

for incremental supervision of certain consistency constraints, incremental computation of derived 
data like derived attribute values or relations, and a-posteriori integration of different applications 

accessing the same data structure. 

In GRAS, events refer to database transitions, i.e. atomic changes to a graph database. 

Roughly, these database transitions correspond to the write operations introduced in section 3.1. 
In some cases, however, a write operation is mapped onto multiple database transitions (e.g. dele- 
tion of a node includes deletion of all adjacent edges). Since an application is interested only in a 
specific subset of all evoked events, it may define event patterns. Furthermore, triggers are used 

to perform bindings between event patterns and corresponding action routines. In general, m:n 

bindings may be established. Triggers may be activated and deactivated at any time while a graph 
is open. When several triggers fire for a database transition, the execution order can be determined 

using trigger priorities. When an event matches an event pattern of a trigger, the action routine 

is called with actual parameters which depend on the type of event pattern (e.g. the node to be 
deleted, the source node of a new edge, etc. ). 

GRAS supports various event types which reflect both the data model and the set of change 

and administration operations. This includes e.g. event types for 

nodes: (node type, node id, {Create, Delete}) 
edges: (src node type, src node id, edge type, sink node type, 

sink node id, {Create, Delete}) 
attributes: (node type,node id, attribute name, {Init, Read, Write}) 

Beside these specific components, events also have a set of common components which describe 

further properties. This includes flags which indicate whether the system is just before or after the 
corresponding state change (pre/post events), whether the event was produced as a side effect of a 

state change or by direct user invocation (natural/synthetic events), and whether the corresponding 

state change was produced by a normal application operation or came from the replay of undo/redo 
logs (primary/replay events, see next subsection). 

For each event type there exists a corresponding event pattern type which allows to replace 

arbitrary event components with the special wildcard value Any. For example, the event pattern 
(NTl, Any, Create) matches all events resulting from creation of a node of type NT1, whereas 
(Any, Any, Any, Any, 100, Delete) matches all events occurring from the deletion of an incoming 

edge of node 100. 
Event management is realized using a generic event-trigger-action machine (programmed 

in C++) (see e.g. [77] f or a general discussion about such machines), which is instantiated by 

GRAS-specific event patterns and corresponding compare operations. Relevant state changes in 
GRAS are transformed into events and sent (via procedure calls) to this instantiated machine, 
whereas the definition of event patterns, triggers and actions are performed by the application. 
The machine also allows for the definition of persistent event patterns, triggers, and actions, which 
are automatically activated when accessing the graph. In this way, dynamic constraints may be 
enforced in addition to static constraints of the graph scheme. 

As event management is based on the concept of monitoring state changes to the database 
kernel, the layer evoking events due to database transitions has to be as close as possible to the 
kernel. Otherwise, database operations performed by layers between the kernel and the event man- 
agement layer would be undetectable. For other event classes concerning e.g. change management 
or concurrency control which do not necessarily result in database transitions, corresponding events 
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must be evoked directly from within these layers. This results in an architecture with a basic event 
management layer placed above the kernel, and an event-trigger-action machine standing vertically 
aside all enhancing layers. 

4.2. ChangeManagement layer 

The ChangeManagement [79] layer is placed above BasicEventMonitoring and adds to this 
layer all functions for logging, storing, and executing sequences of change operations. Change 
management provides for user recovery (undo/redo of user commands), system recovery (recovery 
from system failures), and deltas (efficient storage of versions). These tasks are handled by GRAS 
in an integrated way by maintaining logs of change operations. 

Following [5], we define user recovery as recovery actions which are controlled by the user 
rather than by the system which he uses. For example, the user may undo a command which was 
activated inadvertently or switch back and forth between breakpoints when debugging a program. 
GRAS supports implementation of user recovery in the following way: While a graph is open, an 
application may define checkpoints. Typically, this is done when the execution of a user command 
terminates. By means of undo and redo operations, the application may switch back and forth 
between arbitrary checkpoints (within the limits of the current session initiated by OpenGraph). 
Checkpoints are ordered sequentially. Undo and redo are constrained such that they always yield 
a semantically consistent state; this could not be guaranteed if e.g. selective undo were supported 
(undo command i, but not commands i + 1,. . . , n). 

Checkpoints are also used for system recovery: On system failure, GRAS tries to restore the 
most recent checkpoint. Furthermore, system recovery is supported by nested transactions 
which are useful for implementing user commands in a layered architecture: Each application layer 
defines a corresponding level of consistency and uses transactions to guarantee atomicity of the 
operations which it provides. In particular, each layer is able to abort operation sequences of the 
next lower level which lead to an inconsistent state from its point of view. Note that checkpoints 
are treated as boundaries of top-level transactions. 

In addition to supporting undo/redo “in the small”, a software engineering environment has to 
provide for undo/redo ‘&in the large”. This is the task of version control [76]. While GRAS does 
not incorporate a specific model of version control (which is nearly always subject to debate), it 
does provide flexible mechanisms for efficient storage of versions by graph deltas [79]. Here, the 
term “delta” denotes a sequence of operations that, being applied to a version ~1, yields another 
version v2. Instead of storing all versions of one document completely, it suffices to store a few of 
them completely and reconstruct the others by means of deltas. 

GRAS provides for flexible delta control: Deltas save storage space at the cost of access time. 
Before a version may be operated on, it may have to be reconstructed. Thus, (optional) use of 
deltas is controlled by the application in order to achieve an appropriate balance of storage and 
runtime efficiency. Thereby, the application may choose between forward and backward deltas. 
This is illustrated in fig. 6 which shows a version tree (part a) and different examples for the storage 
of its four graph versions (parts b-d): 

l Only forward deltas are used (part b). 

l The most recent version on the main trunk is stored completely; all other versions are recon- 
structed by means of backward and forward deltas (part c). This solution was pioneered by 
RCS [76]. 

l Only backward deltas are used (part d). In this case, there may be multiple ways to recon- 
struct a version. Then, GRAS selects the most efficient one automatically. 

Virtually all functions of change management are implemented in a uniform way by logs of 
change operations on graphs. Two kinds of logs are needed: The forward log is used to implement 
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redo, forward deltas, and recovery from system crashes, t while the backward log is used analogously 
for undo, backward deltas, and transaction abort. Thus, logs are reused in an elegant manner for 
multiple purposes. Particularly, logging of change operations yields a delta on the side so that its 
costly a-posteriori reconstruction may be avoided. However, direct use of logs may be inefficient 
because the effect of one operation may be overridden by subsequent operations. Therefore, logs 
are compressed a-posteriori by removing redundant operations. 

To conclude this subsection, let us comment on the position of the ChangeManagement layer 
within the GRAS architecture: In order to keep deltas short, ChangeManagement has been placed 
in the upper part of the GRAS architecture which relies on a common graph-oriented data model. 
Logging of graph-oriented operations is much more space-efficient than logging on any layer below 
the GraphStorage. 

Originally, ChangeManagement was placed below BasicEventMonitoring for the following rea- 
son: If events are raised during execution of the undo log, it cannot be guaranteed in general that 
the corresponding action routines do not modify the graph. Such modifications would lead to a 
state which in general is different from the state to be reconstructed. However, this approach has 
the following disadvantage: applications which do not support undo/redo themselves are not able 
to react on changes caused by undo/redo. 

Therefore, BasicEventMonitoring and ChangeManagement have been switched recently. In 
order to cope with undo/redo, event handling is extended in the following way: 

l Undo/redo events are introduced (in the ChangeManagement layer). Such events are used 
by applications featuring an undo/redo facility. 

l Each event handler has to declare whether its action routine is to be invoked during undo or 
redo. If activation is required, the action routine must not modify the host graph (rather, it 
is used for updating dependent information outside the host graph). 

4.3. Scheme- and AttributeManagement layer 

Presenting the GRAS system’s basic graph operations, we have neglected one important re- 
quirement. The system has to preserve a graph’s consistency with respect to its graph scheme by 
rejecting forbidden graph modifications and by recomputing derived attribute values. Concerning 
the hypertext example of section 2, all operations creating e.g. two emanating Precedes edges at 
one COMPONENT node must be rejected, and insertions or deletions of INNER nodes eventually 
trigger the reevaluation of dependent Position and Number attributes. 

tFor system recovery, forward logs are supplemented by a shadow page mechanism in the PageStorage layer 
which prevents any corruptions of an open graph’s initial state. After “hard” system crashes, the most recent 
consistent graph state is reconstructed by applying the forward log to the still existing initial graph state until the 
last recorded checkpoint. 
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In order to be able to fulfill these tasks, information about a graph’s class hierarchy, its at- 

tribute dependencies and evaluation functions, etc. must be available at runtime. Therefore, GRAS 

supports the construction of internal graph schemes which provide all these informations in an ef- 
ficiently accessible format. Such a graph scheme may be extended arbitrarily during its whole 
lifetime so that the upward-compatibility of graph-based tools and their data structures is guar- 

anteed. 
Discussing the realization of this part of the GRAS architecture, we focus on its most important 

task: the incremental evaluation of derived attributes. For this purpose, we have implemented 
a variant of the well-known two-phase, lazy attribute evaluation algorithm [41] which has 

already been used successfully within another graph-oriented database management system (Cactis 

[42,43]). Th’ d 1s emand-driven algorithm uses a potentially cyclic static attribute dependency graph 

containing all information about possible attribute dependencies and evaluation rules. It works as 

follows: 

Phase 1: The assignment of a new value to an intrinsic attribute or the insertion/deletion of cer- 
tain edges triggers the invalidation of all potentially affected derived attributes (propagation 

stops at already invalid attributes). 

Phase 2: The reevaluation of an invalid attribute will be delayed until the first attempt to read its 
value. During its then necessary reevaluation, read accesses to other attributes’ values may 
raise evaluation processes for these attributes, too (a bookkeeping mechanism guarantees 
the abortion of the attribute evaluation process in the presence of forbidden cyclic attribute 

dependencies). 

This rather primitive two-phase algorithm is at least equivalent (with respect to the number of 

attribute reevaluations after graph updates) to all other incremental attribute evaluation algorithms 

if almost all graph (attribute) changes result in changes of all potentially affected attributes, or a 

graph contains many rarely accessed attributes with often changing values. 
Note that both conditions are fulfilled in the case of our hypertext example (and in many other 

cases, too). Each insertion or deletion of a section changes Number and Position attributes of 

all following sections and their subsections, but only Number and Position attributes of currently 
displayed sections (and their predecessors) must be up-to-date. For a more detailed discussion 
of the advantages and disadvantages of different graph-based incremental attribute evaluation 

algorithms, the reader is referred to [2, 711. 
During the adaptation of the algorithm to the special needs of GRAS we encountered one major 

problem which has not yet been addressed by the graph attribute evaluation algorithms of [2, 42, 

431. The language PROGRES allows for the definition of n-context attribute dependencies: An 

attribute Al of a node Nl may depend on an attribute A2 of a node N%?, where N1 and N&’ 

are connected via a path of arbitrary length n (n edges have to be traversed to reach N2 from 
N1). Therefore, graph modifications at remote locations may influence an attribute’s value. The 

hypertext specification of section 2 contains an example for the usefulness of n-context attribute 

dependencies: the Position of a Section will be computed by incrementing the Position of its 
preceding Section (or by assigning the value 1 in the case of the first Section). In order to find 
this preceding Section, we have to follow a potentially unrestricted number of Precedes edges from 
sinks to sources, skipping all COMPONENTS without a Position attribute (i.e. Paragraphs and 
Subparagraphs). 

In order to be able to handle these remote attribute dependencies, we have introduced the 

concept of virtual attributes (cf. [71]) in GRAS. These attributes are invisible to application 

programs, and they do not even possess values on their own (with exception of an invalid flag). 
Their only purpose is to reduce the difficult problem of propagating invalid flags in the case of 
n-context dependencies to the already solved l-context problem. In the case of our Documentation 
example we have to introduce one virtual attribute VAtt which propagates changes of Position 
attributes across an arbitrary number of COMPONENTS without Position attributes. Consider 
e.g. the deletion of the first Section in fig. 7. This operation initiates the following propagation 
process: 
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Fig. 7: Cut-out of a documentation’s actual attribute dependency graph 

the VAtt attribute of the first Paragraph is invalidated because its incoming Precedes edge 
is deleted, 

this invalidation propagates to the VAtt attribute of the next Paragraph, 

the Position attribute of the next Section is invalidated in response to the invalidation of the 
VAtt attribute of the previous COMPONENT, 

and Number and VAtt attributes at the same node are invalidated according to their depen- 
dency on the Position attribute. 

All these attributes remain invalid as long as their values are not required by the application, 
i.e. they will be recomputed on demand (and propagation processes of subsequent insertions or 
deletions immediately stops at already invalid attributes). Reading e.g. the Number attribute of a 
Section has the side effect of recomputing Number and Position attributes of all preceding Sections 
and of “validating” the Vatt attribute of all preceding Paragraphs. Similarly, accessing the index 
of a derived attribute A (not present in our example) triggers the reevaluation of all invalid A 
attributes of a graph. Otherwise, the GRAS system would not be able to answer queries like “find 
all nodes with a derived attribute A which has the value V”. 

Last but not least it was a straightforward idea to use the same concepts and techniques for the 
incremental computation of derived relations, which are (recursively) defined by means of complex 
path expressions. By viewing them as a special form of derived node reference attributes, our 
attribute evaluation algorithm is able to materialize their values on demand. 

In this way, GRAS is able to efficiently maintain derived information about graphs in a similar 
way as e.g. in the object-oriented database system GOM [33, 461. But note that the actual 
attribute (and relation) dependencies of our sample graph in fig. 7 do not really exist in the form 
of additional relations, as in the system GOM, but will be deduced during the propagation process 
by means of a static attribute dependency graph (for further details see [48]). 

We conclude the discussion of the SchemeAndAttributeManagement layer with a final remark 
about its location in the GRAS architecture on top of the Change~anagement layer. This position 
has the advantage that undo/redo handles derived and intrinsic data in a uniform way, i.e. all 
computed derived data is still available after undo/redo operations. By exchanging the positions 
of both layers, we could follow the approach of Cactis [41,42]. Cactis does not log values of derived 
data, but invalidates them during undo/redo and recomputes them on demand. While the position 
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of the SchemeAndAttributeManagement layer on top of ChangeManagement is discussable, there 

are no doubts about its cooperation with GRAS’ EventTriggerActionMachine. New resources for 

manipulating graph schemes and derived data result in new types of events and event patterns 
that must be monitored and handled within this machine. 

4.4. ConcurrencyControl and Distribution layer 

The top-most architectural layer of GRAS handles concurrency control and distribution. As 

described in section 3, GRAS has a two-layered object model: On the fine-grained level, the appli- 

cation operates on nodes and edges. On the coarse-grained level, graphs as structured collections of 
nodes are manipulated. Both concurrency control and distribution refer to the coarse-grained level, 
i.e. graphs rather than nodes are locked and distributed. Note that this coarse-grained approach 
fits well with our specification paradigm outlined in section 3: operations such as graph rewrite 

rules are attached to graphs rather than single nodes and edges. Locking or distributing single 

graph elements would be fairly complex and would incur a high overhead, which in particular is 
not justified when taking typical access patterns in software engineering environments into account 

(see section 5). 

Distribution is realized by a variant of the client-server approach used by most distributed 

database systems [20, 221. However, instead of using one centralized database server, GRAS 

uses a pool of graph servers. Each of these graph servers controls and manipulates one or more 

graphs. Whenever an application requests access to a graph, it is connected to a graph server which 
performs all of its requests for this graph. This graph server is selected according to following rules: 

If the graph is already open due to a request from another application, the corresponding 

graph server is used. 

If a graph server exists which is willing to accept another graph, this server is selected. 
Acceptance is calculated within the servers based on current host load and number of served 

graphs. 

Else a new graph server is started. The location of this server is determined by the current 
load of a set of trusted hosts. It is even possible to start more than one server on a host. 

A special control server-not depicted in fig. 8-keeps track of the mapping of open graphs to 

graph servers. This control server also serializes open and close requests for graphs to avoid race 
conflicts and interconnection between different graph servers. Fig. 8 shows a typical scenario with 
three client and two graph server processes (without the control server). Notice that both Client;! 
and Clients access the same graph Gs, and that Clientz communicates with more than one server. 

The interoperability of clients and servers is realized by inserting a communication layer consist- 

ing of two parts: the client side communication interface (CSCI) and the server side communication 
interface (SSCI). The procedural database interface as described in the previous sections is offered 

to clients through the CSCI, which uses a remote procedure call library to forward calls down 
to the SSCI of the appropriate server. These interfaces are also responsible for concurrency con- 
trol and error handling. Furthermore, they handle communication failures and client or server 

shutdown using follow-up-RPCs and heartbeat protocols. 

To organize concurrent accesses of applications to the same graph, GRAS supports an access 
group model: Each application accessing a graph belongs to a group which has an own copy 

of the accessed graph. Groups are temporary collections of applications which access the same 
graph. Groups are created explicitly by one application (which becomes the initial member of this 
group), potentially joined by other applications (which want to share their view of the graph with 
other members of that group), and terminate implicitly when the last group member leaves it (by 

closing the graph).+ 

tThis is analogous to the UNIX file accese model where a file is physically closed when the last accessor (using 
the same handle) closes the graph. 
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Fig. 8: A typical distributed GRAS scenario 

Concurrency of members within a group is controlled by the interaction granularity attribute 
determining exclusive access units within the time space. Access conflicts due to concurrency con- 

flicts are solved by either delaying or aborting the execution of the conflicting operation (the actual 
reaction is eligible at operation invocation). GRAS supports three different levels of interaction 
granularity: 

Operational access provides for a graph lock during the execution of one basic GRAS 
operation. This is the lowest level of locking over time and, therefore, yields the highest pos- 

sible rate of concurrency. Allowing even concurrent execution of these operations is possible 

(although not yet implemented), but should be transparent for the application. 

The next level, transactional access, allows application access only within mutually ex- 

clusive top-level transactions which perform consistency-preserving transformations. As the 

whole graph is locked for the time span of the top-level transaction, lock conflicts cannot occur 
during its execution. This allows the application to perform operations without interfering 

with other applications. This decoupling of applications can be seen as a great advantage, 
as they can operate on shared graphs without knowing or even noticing (besides delay of 

transaction processing) the presence of other applications. These top-level transactions are 
also the units of undo and redo (cf. section 4.2), because the SSCI automatically checkpoints 
the graph after each successful top-level transaction. 

Compare this with the sessional access mode which reserves the graph for one group 
member. This mode virtually provides for a single-user database system. Accessing the 
graph is allowed for exactly one member of the group, and all other members are delayed 
(or rejected) upon the OpenGraph operation. When the active member leaves the group (by 
closing the graph), the next pending member of this group becomes the active one. 

As groups operate on own copies of the graph, interaction between different groups only takes place 
when groups terminate. To avoid update conflicts between access groups of the same graph, at 
most one group is allowed to replace the original version of the graph by its copy on termination (i.e. 
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to make its modifications permanent). The creation of such a persistent-modification group 

is denied when there already exists a group with this attribute. As non-persistent-modification 

groups have no permanent effect on the graph, more than one of these groups is allowed to exist 
at the same time. Applications join groups by specifying their names (supplied at group creation 

time). 

To summarize, CZientServerDistribuution allows different client processes to concurrently access 
the same graphs by sending all requests to responsible server processes via rpc-calls. Furthermore, 
clients may also possess a number of private graph copies (via check-out/check-in) for which they 

have exclusive access rights and which they are allowed to modify locally without any needs for 

interprocess communication. The integration of different client processes is supported by event 

handling facilities. Therefore, the ClientServerDisttibzltion layer needs the services of the Event- 

TriggerActionMachine, and it distributes events raised by one client to all other clients that are 

interested in. Finally, ClientServerDistribution is realized on top of SchemeAndAttributeManage- 
ment in order to maximize the complexity of services provided at the GRAS system’s interface. 

This minimizes the number of necessary rpc-calls between client and server processes that are 
necessary to perform a given task. 

5. EXPERIENCES AND APPLICATIONS 

After having presented the data model and the architecture of GRAS, the current section is 

devoted to experiences and applications. Firstly, we describe the results of a benchmark which 

we have carried out to evaluate our design decisions. Subsequently, we discuss how we have 

used GRAS as a database system for software engineering applications. Finally, we present the 
PROGRES database development environment which has been implemented on top of GRAS and 

considerably exceeds the functionality offered by GRAS itself. 

5.1. Benchmark 

In order to evaluate the performance of GRAS, we have carried out the hypermodel bench- 
mark. Both the benchmark and our results will be presented concisely below; for a more com- 

prehensive description, the reader is referred to [4] and [48], respectively. We have selected the 
hypermodel benchmark because it comprises a large set of operations on a rather complex database. 

Therefore, it is well-suited to measure the performance of a software engineering database system. 
In contrast, many benchmarks which have been designed for relational database systems [36] do 

not meet this requirement. Furthermore, even the 001 benchmark for object-oriented database 
systems [13] uses a database which contains only one type of relationship (connecting randomly se- 

lected objects). Therefore, it is not appropriate to test the effects of different clustering algorithms 
with respect to different types of queries. 

The data model underlying the hypermodel benchmark is an abstract variant of the documen- 
tation example of section 2 (cf. fig. 2). A hypermodel database’s dominant structure is a totally 
balanced tree with fan-out 5. Every node within this tree possesses a couple of integer attributes. 
Inner nodes are sources of an ordered one-to-many relationship (In-rel.) connecting any node of 

level n with its five children nodes at level n+l. Additional attributed many-to-one relationships 
(mla-rel.) connect each node of the database with another randomly chosen node of the database.t 

Leaf nodes either carry text attributes (between 10 and 100 words) or bitmaps (between 100x100 

and 400x400 pixels). The proportion of text to bitmap nodes is 125 to 1. 

The benchmark itself comprises (among others) operations for creating the initial test database 
with clustering along the one-to-many-relationships and closure operations which follow a specified 
type of relationships from 50 randomly chosen nodes on level 3 (up to a depth of 25 steps in the 
case of the potentially cyclic mla-rel.). In order to be able to measure the effects of caching and 
clustering, closure operations are performed twice. The first run (cold) starts with empty operating 

+The hypermodel benchmark introduces even a third kind of mn-relationships which have characteristics some- 
where in between In-rel. and mla-rel. For further details about these relationships see [4]. 
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system’s file buffers and database caches and the second run (warm) with file buffers and caches 
whose state is determined by the cold run. 

After the brief description of the hypermodel benchmark, we will now present and analyze 
the most important performance results of its implementation on top of GRAS on the following 
hardware platform: a Sun 4/390 in multi-user mode (but without any other users logged in) with 
32 MB main memory and a 1000 MB CDC IPI 9720 disk under Sun OS 4.1.1. Since the benchmark 
does not perform concurrent accesses on one graph, the client/server facilities of GRAS were not 
used at all. On the other hand, the ChangeManagement layer degrades performance although its 
functionality is not exploited by the benchmark. 

Fig. 9 presents the disk storage consumption and performance results for three databases of 
different sizes with each database being five times greater than the next smaller one. All reported 
times are given in milliseconds and have been divided by the overall number of affected nodes or 
binary relationships (e.g. the elapsed time for creating 3906 inner nodes of the level O-6 database 
is 3906*7 milliseconds). Furthermore, the GRAS system’s cache size has been set to the required 
upper limit, i.e. to 4 MB. Note that the disk storage consumption of each database is directly 
proportional to its net size. Furthermore: 

l Times reported for creating inner nodes (CJNNER) are identical for all databases. This is 
due to the fact that the benchmark starts with the creation of all inner nodes, and that all 
inner nodes fit into a 4 MB cache. 

l Times reported for creating leaf nodes (C.LEAF) are always greater than those for inner 
nodes. This has the following reasons: Leaf nodes possess additional long attributes whose 
creation is rather time- and space-consuming. Furthermore, each leaf node will be put onto 
the same page as its already existing inner parent node. On the other hand, long attributes 
are stored on separate pages. Alternating accesses to NodeStorage and AttributeStorage pages 
results in a large number of page faults. 

l Creation times for In-relationships (C.ln-rel.) are very low and remain nearly constant for all 
databases. This is a result of the design decision to store (long) attributes and relationships 
(edges) on separate pages. Thus, only a small number of EdgeStorage pages is affected. 
Furthermore, additional node existence checks (to guarantee referential integrity) require 
only read accesses to a limited number of NodeStorage pages. The order of these accesses is 
even compatible with the chosen clustering strategy. 

l Creation times for mla-relationships (C.mla-red.) are always greater than those for ln- 
relationships, and they are noticeably influenced by a database’s size. This is due to the 
fact that each mla-relationship is represented by one link node and two additional edges 
(instead of one edge only). Therefore, this operation demands additional write accesses to 
old NodeStorage and new AttributeStorage pages in a completely random fashion. This leads 
to a significantly greater number of (dirty) page transfers between cache and disk. 

Similar explanations hold for the cold/warm closure traversal results: 

l Cold traversals (T.ln*-c and T.mla*-c, respectively) along In-rel. with read accesses to 
integer node attributes are more expensive for small databases than traversals along mla-rel. 
with read accesses to their attributes (probably because the greater number of node attributes 
is scattered over a greater number of pages than the smaller number of link attributes). This 
initial effect is soon compensated by the fact that traversals along In-rel. are compatible 
with our clustering strategy. Therefore, the probability for crossing page boundaries is almost 
independent of the database’s size. But traversals along mla-rel. lead from randomly selected 
sources to randomly selected sinks and touch a considerably greater number of pages (in this 
case the probability for crossing page boundaries is proportional to the overall database size). 

l The explanations of all warm closure traversal operations (T.ln*-w and T.mla*-w, respec- 
tively) are trivial: almost all accessed data is already present in the GRAS system’s cache. 
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Fig. 9: Benchmark results 

Note that in the case of the level O-6 database with 21 MB disk space requirements only the 

separation of different kinds of data ensures that almost all accessed data fits into a 4 MB 

cache (both operations touch about 40% of the nodes of the database). 

The presented benchmark results for growing databases and constant cache size are mainly deter- 

mined by the following design decisions: 

The order in which nodes and In-relationships are created is compatible with the system’s 

clustering strategy along In-relationships. 

Especially In-relationships are concentrated on a small number of pages; this is caused by 
the system’s strategy to store different types of information on different pages. 

The GRAS paging system, which is responsible for the management of all available cache 

space, uses a priority-based LRU-strategy guaranteeing fast access to all currently used log 

pages, index pages, and to all frequently and/or recently used data pages. 

5.2. Software engineering applications 

A first prototype of the GRAS system-described in [lo]-was already realized in 1985. Since 
this time gradually improving versions of GRAS have been used at different sites within the software 

engineering projects IPSEN [61], Rigi [59], CADDY [26], MERLIN [64], and MELMAC [21]. The 
following discussion mainly refers to the IPSEN project, but applies more or less also to all other 

projects listed above. 

In order to store all data produced during evolution of a software system, a project database 
is required which is shared among all members of a development team. Such a database is a 
collection of related documents (requirements specifications, software architectures, modules, test 
plans, etc.). Each document has a fine-grained internal structure which has to be consistent with 
a corresponding syntax description (database scheme). In our opinion, these documents and not 
their internal components (increments) are ‘natural’ objects for distribution, concurrency control, 
version management, etc. 
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Fig. 10: External and internal representation of a software document 

From a user’s point of view, a document is a hierarchically structured piece of text (potentially 
including diagrams etc.), and all document modifications result in modifications of this external 
representation. But from the developer’s point of view, a document is a complex graph structure. 
From his perspective, tools primarily manipulate the underlying internal representation which 
is hidden from the user. Fig. 10 gives an example of an external and an internal representation, 
respectively. Internally, a document is represented by an abstract syntax graph [27], i.e. an ab- 
stract syntax tree augmented by context-sensitive edges (e.g. for connecting applied occurrences of 
identifiers to their declarations). The internal representation is modified by a syntax-directed edi- 
tor; on the other hand, a text-oriented editor operates on the external representation. Incremental 
parsers and unparsers keep both representations consistent with each other. 

The GRAS data model of directed, attributed graphs allows us to store document representa- 
tions in a natural, straightforward way, and its graph schemes are the appropriate means for mod- 
eling and guaranteeing correctness of documents with respect to their syntax. Context-sensitive 
relations-which are derived from the context-free structure-may be represented as paths so that 
GRAS is responsible for keeping them up-to-date. If this solution is considered too inefficient, they 
may alternatively be represented as edges which are maintained by the application (as shown in 
fig. 10). Finally, the GRAS system’s services may be used to recover from system failures, to abort 
consistency-violating modifications, and to undo/redo arbitrarily long sequences of edit commands. 

Up to now, we have mainly focused on single documents and their representations. But a 
project database does not merely consist of a set of isolated documents. Rather, documents are 
connected by manifold relations, e.g. life-cycle dependericies between requirements specifications, 
software architectures, and module implementations. These relations have to be taken into account 
when the project database is managed by a software engineering database system. 

Fig. 11 illustrates how a software engineering database is represented by a set of interrelated 
graphs each of which corresponds to a certain document. Documents are arranged in a hierarchy 
whose leaves are called simple documents in the sequel. For example, an architecture graph 
represents the architecture of a software system, i.e. the set of modules and their export/import 
relations. For each module whose interface is specified in the architecture, the corresponding 
implementation is stored in a module graph (an example of which was given in fig. 10). 

In order to describe configurations of (versions of) interdependent documents, configuration 
documents are needed which are based on some kind of formal language and are manipulated by 
structure-oriented tools. Each configuration document is internally represented by a configuration 
graph. In the example given in fig. 11, the configuration graph represents the evolution history 
of both simple documents and configurations. Furthermore, it contains information about the 
structure of configurations themselves, which consist of versions of interdependent documents. 

In order to store versions efficiently, the graph deltas offered by GRAS may be used. Although 
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r_~_____________---____-----___--_---____~ 

, project database 

configuration graph 

Fig. 11: Graph representation of a project database 

GRAS does support version control on the physical level, it does not introduce a version model on 

the logical level because such a model should be defined by GRAS applications. In the example 
given in fig. 11, the version model is part of the configuration management model underlying 

configuration graphs (alternatively, the version model could have been specified separately). 

Graphs for configurations and graphs for single documents differ radically with respect to 
their access patterns. This variety is supported by the ClientServerDistribution layer which is 

also responsible for concurrency control. Configuration graphs are typically accessed remotely 
in shared mode; locks are granted only during the execution of a single user command. Graphs 
representing single documents are normally accessed locally in exclusive mode (which avoids inter- 

process communication); locks are granted for a whole session. 

Inter-document relations are represented by inter-graph edges (and by local edges contained 

in configuration graphs). Fig. 11 shows two kinds of them: 

l fine-grained ---) coarse-grained: Each node representing a version of a simple document con- 

tains a reference to the corresponding document graph. These references represent the doc- 
ument hierarchy. 

l fine-grained + fine-grained: Fine-grained relations between module implementations and 

the software architecture (e.g. dependencies between body and specification of an exported 
procedure) are represented by edges which connect nodes belonging to different graphs. Such 
edges are employed to support traceability (e.g. a procedure body may be traced back to its 

specification) and incremental change propagation [81] (e.g. the name of a procedure body 
is kept consistent with the name of its specification). 

GRAS does not provide built-in support for representing inter-document relations. Multiple sim- 
ulations have been developed on top of GRAS which differ with respect to efficiency, referential 
integrity, version control, concurrency control, and cardinality of edge types. A wide spectrum of 
simulations has been used in the IPSEN project, ranging from very simple to extremely complex 
ones (see e.g. [80]). 
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PXCr.ateBdgs (HostGraph, BQl_6706, No_3Quote_7060, sc_cmtains); 

FCCCrear.Odp. (HostGraph, BJ1_0708, B32_5300, BC_Contsins,; 

Fig. 12: Screen dump of the PROGRES database development environment 

5.3. PROGRES development environment 

As already mentioned in previous sections, the GRAS system has a procedural interface for 

imperative programming languages like Modula-2 and C which merely supports insertion, deletion, 

and retrieval of single nodes, edges, and attribute values. Developing new applications on top of this 
interface is often tedious and error-prone. Therefore, we have designed PROGRES, a kind of visual 
rule-oriented database programming language, which supports retrieval and replacement of 

very complex subgraphs (in GRAS) as atomic operations [70, 711. A complete formal definition 
of this language is based on a logic-oriented calculus of programmed graph rewriting systems [71, 
721. 

The realization of an integrated database development environment on top of GRAS 

based on the language PROGRES is nearby completion [62, 82, 831. It consists of the following 

components: 

a syntax-aided editor for defining graph schemes and graph rewrite rules, which supports the 
manipulation of graphical as well as textual representations of PROGIWS specifications, 

an incrementally working type-checker, which guarantees a specification’s correctness with 
respect to the PROGRES language’s static semantics, 

a graph scheme browser, which presents an ER-like view of a given node class hierarchy and 
which relies on a slightly extended and adapted version of the system EDGE of the University 
of Karlsruhe (631, 

l an execution tool, which translates (incomplete) specifications into intermediate code (incre- 
mentally and on demand) for an abstract graph rewriting machine and interprets this code 
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afterwards, 

l two compiler back-ends which translate the PROGRES intermediate code into pure Modula-2 

and C code, respectively, 

l and finally a graph browser, which is again based on EDGE and inspects graphs manipulated 

by the execution tool. 

A first prototype of this environment comprising more than 400,000 lines of code is already 

available as free software.+ The screen dump of fig. 12 provides the reader with an overall impression 
of its current status. There, we have 

l one window (top/right) displaying a cut-out of our running example’s graph scheme with 

four node classes and one edge type, 

l one window (bottom/left) displaying an instance graph of a very small book which consists 
of one section with visible contents (five paragraphs) and two sections with invisible contents, 

l one window (top/left) displaying the definition of a graph rewrite rule for appending a new 
Paragraph as the last child (parameter At) of a given COMPOSITE node (parameter Parent), 

l and a cut-out (bottom/right) of the generated C code for this graph rewrite rule, i.e. that 
part of code which adds the new Paragraph node and connects this node to its neighbors by 
incoming Precedes and Contains edges. 

6. RELATED WORK 

The purpose of this section is to relate GRAS to other database systems for engineering appli- 

cations. Note that some comparisons to related work have already been performed in the preceding 

sections. In the following, we will summarize and amplify these remarks. 

6.1. Data model 

The GRAS data model relies on attributed graphs and supports classification by a stratified 

type system, specialization by multiple inheritance of node classes, aggregation by attributed nodes, 
association by binary, directed relations which do not carry attributes, and derived information by 

paths and derived attributes. 

There are a few other database systems which also rely on attributed graphs, e.g. Neptune’s 

Hypertext Abstract Machine HAM [19], Cactis [43], Adage [34], and HyperLog’s storage manager 
[78]. Their data models agree with the GRAS data model inasmuch as objects are represented 
by attributed nodes and relations are modeled as edges which do not carry attributes. However, 

neither Cactis nor Adage have a stratified type system, and HyperLog’s storage manager as well 

as Neptune’s HAM even do not know the concept of “scheme consistent graphs”.r Furthermore, 
only Cactis supports derived information. However, Cactis does not provide for derived relations, 

and derived attributes are confined to the l-context. 

A current disadvantage of GRAS consists in its limited support of aggregation: In Adage and 
HyperLog’s storage manager, graphs may be used as values of node attributes, resulting in hier- 
archical graphs. This feature is not yet supported by GRAS. However, integration of hierarchical 

graphs into the GRAS data model (and the GRAS system) is currently being investigated (see also 
section 5). 

Finally, we have to mention two other graph-oriented database systems, namely Hy+ with 
its query language GraphLog [17], and GOOD [37]. Both systems are incomparable with GRAS 

tVia anonymous ftp from: ftp.informatik.rwth-aachen.de in /pub/unix/PROGRES. 
*Telos [60] is an example of a data model supporting a stratified type system with an arbitrary number of type- 

instance levels (while GRAS only supports three levels). However, the data model differs from attributed graphs 
because it does not distinguish between attributes and edges. 
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inasmuch as they are visual front-ends to relational database systems or knowledge bases and not 
complete database systems in their own right. Therefore, they play about the same role for their 
back-ends as the PROGRES environment for GRAS, and it would even be interesting to use GRAS 
as a new and probably more efficient back end for these systems. 

In addition to attributed graphs, other data models have been employed for software engineering 
database systems. Abstract syntax trees have been used in various syntax-aided software 
development environments (or generators for such environments) such as e.g. Gandalf [38] and 
CPSG [67]. Abstract syntax trees may be---and have actually been-simulated on top of GRAS. 
The advantage of using a more general framework-graphs instead of trees-lies in the uniform 
representation of tree and non-tree relations, i.e. abstract syntax trees may be augmented with 
edges representing control flow, data flow, etc. This leads to the more general notion of abstract 
syntax graphs [27]. 

Database systems such as DAMOKLES [23] and PCTE [28] are based on extended Entity- 
Relationship models (which ultimately have their roots in the ER model proposed by Chen 
[14]). Different variants of EER models exceed the GRAS data model by providing (a subset of) 
features like n-ary relationships, attribution of relationships, or predefined categories of relation- 
ships. For example, PCTE supports binary, attributed relationships which are classified into five 
predefined categories (composition, Teference, implicit, designation, and existence in the PCTE 
ECMA standard). We have decided to avoid commitment to a complicated data model which 
incorporates many decisions which are subject to debate. Rather, we have kept our data model as 
simple as possible, and we offer the user a powerful data definition and manipulation language for 
specifying different variants of EER models as desired. 

Recently, several database systems (e.g. 02 [20], Objectstore [51], and Gemstone [ll]) have 
been developed which are based on an object-oriented data model. In these systems, data 
manipulations are described in some sort of object-oriented programming language. As pointed 
out in section 5, the PROGRES environment realized on top of GRAS sdpports declarative rather 
than procedural specification of graph transformations. A disadvantage of GRAS/PROGRES 
consists in the fact that only evaluation rules for derived attributes can be inherited and redefined 
along the node class hierarchy. We are currently extending the PROGRES data model to provide 
inheritance of structural operations (graph tests and graph transformations) on the graph level. 
This extension is going to be integrated with the introduction of hierarchical graphs mentioned 
above. 

The main advantage of the GRAS system in comparison to object-oriented database systems 
is that it directly supports the data model of directed graphs. Therefore, no additional efforts are 
necessary to implement a more or less sophisticated graph data model on top of an object-oriented 
database system’s interface. Furthermore, the GRAS system’s implementation is able to take care 
about the requirements of typical graph processing applications on all of its implementation layers 
as for instance: 

l guaranteeing referential integrity for edges, 

l supporting efficient bidirectional traversal of edges with (almost) arbitrary fan-out and fan-in, 
and 

l keeping derived attributes and relations up-to-date. 

It is still an open question whether a graph-oriented system such as GRAS may be implemented 
efficiently on top of an object-oriented database system. In addition to the problems mentioned 
above, the success of such an implementation effort heavily depends on the way objects are im- 
plemented. We are convinced that we need a distinction between heavy-weight objects (units of 
distribution and concurrency control) and light-weight objects in order to implement graphs and 
nodes, respectively. Implementing nodes as heavy-weight objects will be far too inefficient. 

6.2. Architecture: the kernel 

The GRAS system’s kernel consists of layers of data abstraction each of which has an own, 
carefully designed data model: the graph-oriented layer has been implemented on top of a record- 
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oriented layer which in turn relies on a page-oriented layer and a network file system layer. Further- 
more, the central subsystem of the GRAS kernel, the VirtualRecordStorage, is highly parameterized 
and allows for the instantiation of rather different persistent data storages, as e.g. the attribute 
and edge storages of our graph-oriented layer. In this way, the GRAS system’s implementation 
follows the so-called “tool kit” approach of systems like Exodus [12]. Therefore, it may be reused 
to realize persistent data storages for a wide spectrum of different applications. 

The implemented indexing scheme of V~~~ualRecoTdstoTage uses tries for addressing all relevant 

data pages within one storage, and static hashing with an order preserving function for locating 

relevant (ranges of) records within selected pages. Furthermore, a special record identifier creation 

algorithm (cf. [48]) g uarantees clustering of logically related data and uniform distribution of 

records over pages. Thus, our indexing scheme is well-suited for dynamically growing and shrinking 

medium sized databases (with each database having the size of a typical engineering document). 
In this case, tries for addressing pages but not the addressed data itself fit into main memory. On 

the contrary, 

b main memory indexing schemes-like those described in [3] and [54]-are tuned for the case 

that a whole database fits into main memory, 

. whereas B-trees [7] and their variants assume that index structures themselves do no longer 

fit into main memory and that traversing these structures requires disk accesses, too, 

. and dynamic hashing techniques [25] which either use directories-like ‘extendible hashing’ 

[30], ‘virtual hashing’ [56] etc.-or which address their data without any index at all- 

like ‘linear hashing’ [52], ‘modified dynamic hashing’ [45] etc.-suffer from the following 
drawback: they require global reorganizations of index structures or data from time to time 

in order to avoid expensive maintenance of overflow chains.+ 

6.3. Architecture: enhancing layers 

The event management layer, the first one on top of the GRAS kernel, monitors all basic graph 

state transitions and forwards them to a generic EventTriggerActionMachine. As already indicated 
by its name, the event mechanism provided by GRAS does not follow the lines of the wide-spread 

event-condition-action paradigm (cf. e.g. [57]), h w ere an action is triggered whenever a certain 

event happens and a specified condition is fulfilled. In our opinion, it is sufficient to have more or 
less complex event patterns1 and event triggered actions which may be composed of GRAS interface 

operations in an arbitrary manner. Events and actions may be used-as in other active database 
systems [S, 18, 24]-to control dynamic integrity constraints and to extend the functionality of 

already defined transactions, and they may even be used to integrate different applications on top 

of GRAS (in a similar way as in so-called broadcast/message server architectures [66]). 

The change management layer extends the functionality of the kernel by providing undo/redo, 

nested transactions, and deltas. During a session (between Open and Close), the application can 
set an arbitrary number of checkpoints which define boundaries of top-level transactions and act as 

targets of undo/redo operations. Use of graph deltas is controlled by the application; furthermore, 
deltas are supported without introducing a logical model for version control. All services mentioned 

above are implemented in a uniform way by logs of graph operations. In order to keep deltas 
short, logs are maintained on a high level of abstraction (operations such as creation/deletion of 

nodes/edges rather than byte-oriented operations). 

Comparing our approach to other work, we observe that traditional version control systems 

such as SCCS [68] or RCS [76] are different in the following respects: Applications cannot control 
the use of deltas, modeling of version control is mixed up with its realization, and deltas are 

t Analysis and simulation results of [29] and [53] indicate that the above mentioned dynamic hashing techniques 

might be superior to our approach in the case of large databases, which consist of many thousands of pages and 

which would require deep tries. 

tResearch is under way to allow client processes to define complex events which correspond to composite graph 

state transitions, as proposed in [32]. 
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constructed a-posterioris such that undo/redo has to be supported by a different mechanism. In 
contrast, more recent systems such as Gypsy [15] and EXODUS [12] are closer to GRAS inasmuch 
as they provide for flexible delta control and separate modeling from realization of version control. 

While Gypsy (unlike GRAS) relies on a-posteriori construction of deltas, EXODUS constructs 
deltas on the side when performing change operations. In contrast to GRAS, EXODUS relies on 
data sharing: Data which are common to multiple versions are physically shared among them. This 
is achieved by applicative operations on tree-like structures (EXODUS uses B+ trees for storing 
file objects). Similar techniques have been applied e.g. in [31] and [l]. Although this approach 
seems attractive because versions are always immediately accessible,+ it has been ruled out for the 
following reason: Data sharing techniques as they have been applied in other systems operate on 
a low level of abstraction. Within the GRAS system, such a technique would have to be applied 
on the page level: Each graph is realized by an index tree whose leaves point to storage pages. 
Small changes on the graph level (e.g. creation of a single node) may imply comprehensive physical 
reorganizations on the page level. Therefore, deltas on this level would become too large to be 
useful for an application. Note that this is not an argument against data sharing in general; rather, 
we argue against the use of data sharing on a low level of abstracti0n.t 

The scheme and attribute management layer is mainly responsible for computing intensionally 
defined facts in the form of derived attributes and relations. Table 1 summarizes the properties 
of our incremental evaluation algorithm in comparison to approaches used in a number of quite 
different systems: 

GOM [46, 571, an object-oriented database system, which supports the materialization of 
arbitrary functions and path expressions, 

Relational Attribute Grammars [40], RAG, which are an attempt to combine the tree-oriented 
data model of attribute grammars, found in CPSG [67], with the relational data model, 

and finally the already mentioned graph-based system Cactis [42, 431. 

I I GOM I RAG I Cactis I GRAS I 
Lazy evaluation + I I + I + 

Eager evaluation 1 + + - 

] Space efficiency l I - I + I + I 
Incremental@ + - + I + 

N-context dep. I + I - I + 

Table 1: Comparison of different incremental, derived data evaluation algorithms 

All presented systems, with the exception of RAG, use a two-phase lazy evaluation algorithm 
for recomputing derived data. Furthermore, the system GOM offers a second eager evaluation 
algorithm which recomputes invalid data immediately after any changes to the underlying object 
base. In this way GOM avoids the invalidation of data that depends on potentially affected, but 
in fact still valid data. In rare cases, this algorithm may require exponential time because data 
are recomputed too early. Relational attribute grammars in contrast exploit very sophisticated 
attribute evaluation techniques to circumvent the above mentioned “exponential time complex- 
ity” trap. On the other hand, they have problems with mutual attribute/relation dependencies. 

§An algorithm for a-posteriori construction of deltas which is applicable to arbitrary non-text files (in contrast 
to the built-in algorithms of SCCS and RCS) is presented in [65]. 

tWhen following the operation-based approach, reconstruction costs may be reduced by introducing a cache of 
recently reconstructed versions (as it is done e.g. in Gypsy). 

*The Smalltalk-based PIE system [35] which operates on the graph level and arranges nodes and attributes in 
different layers is not a satisfying solution since the runtime of operations increases with the number of layers which 
have to be searched (roughly speaking, for each version a new layer is needed which contains the changes relative 
to the previous version). 
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Furthermore, the propagation of changed information from relations to attributes is very coarse- 

grained. It suffers from the fact that even small modifications of relations lead to reevaluation of 
all attributes which depend on these relations. 

Concerning space overhead, Cactis and GRAS, which both rely on static dependency graphs, 

are superior to GOM and RAG: the system GOM creates large dependency tables on the instance 

level, and the incremental relation maintenance algorithm of RAG relies on the construction of 
many intermediate relations. Comparing the ability of the four systems to maintain ‘far-reaching’ 

n-context dependent relations, the systems GOM and GRAS are equal to each other. The system 
Cactis is restricted to the l-context case, and RAG seems to have problems to deal with transitive 

closure for arbitrary relations. 
The concurrency and distribution layer extends the kernel by allowing different applications 

to share graphs in a secure and efficient way. In contrast to other distributed (object-oriented) 
database systems which exchange data (normally in page or object units) between clients and 

servers (e.g. [ll] or [51]), GRAS exchanges operation calls and results. This concept has been 

successfully used e.g. in the X Window system [69]. Although data exchange on the physical or 

logical level as realized by page servers or object servers shows a better performance in general 

(because much of the actual work can be shifted from the server to the clients), this approach has 
been chosen because in most cases, a graph is used either by only one application exclusively or 

by many applications for frequent but short times: 

l When many applications access a graph for short updates or queries, e.g. when operating 
on a project configuration graph, the lock protocols between clients and servers for ensur- 

ing consistency in the case of data exchanges are even more expensive than simple remote 

procedure calls. 

l For achieving high performance of exclusively working applications as e.g. an analyzer check- 

ing a large graph, all kind of interprocess communication should be avoided at all, that is 

the database engine should better be linked directly to the application. 

The layered architecture of GRAS allowed a straightforward realization of the direct linking of one 

application to a graph server. An implementation is currently under way that even performs an 
automatic and transparent shift from direct linking to network coupling when a graph is accessed 
by more than one application. 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a graph-oriented database system which provides for maintenance of derived 

attributes and relations, undo/redo, nested transactions, deltas, event handling, and client/server 
distribution. Our presentation has covered data model, architecture, and applications of GRAS. 

Currently, a stable and efficiently working GRAS version with multiple-reader/single-writer con- 

currency control and with interfaces for the programming languages Modula-2 and C is available as 
free software.+ Only recently, the implementation of the ClientServerDistribution layer has been 

included into this release. The current GRAS version is written in Modula-2, C, and C++; it 

comprises 130,000 lines of code. We are currently preparing a Modula-3 version of GRAS. Further- 
more, we are extending GRAS in order to support inheritance of graph operations, hierarchical 

graphs, and inter-graph edges. 
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